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The “Meet & Greet“ programme

“Everything but work”
The programme “Meet & Greet” offers a series of cultural and social events for young scientists (doctoral and postdoctoral researchers) at Saarland University and adjacent research institutes. Its purpose is to foster connections between young researchers across all disciplines and countries.

Format
Each event features a cultural highlight and an informal Get-together, which provides the opportunity to meet new people in a friendly environment. Feel free to join and to bring along your friends and interested guests!

Entrance fees
For entrance fees, food or transport, there will be a financial support for registered PhD students and postdoctoral researchers. If you’d like to take part in the events, please register not later than ten days before the event via email.

Events in the summer term 2018
A musical evening, an information session given by experienced employees of the International Office and of GradUS, get-togethers, a theatre performance, a beer tasting, a guided tour of Saarbrücken and a BBQ are scheduled – all in English!

The printing of this flyer was financially supported by the German Academic Exchange Service (DAAD) with funds from the Federal Foreign Office (AA).
Events in the summer term 2018

Get-together & Musical Evening

Friday, 26th April 2018

6 pm Get-together

7:30 pm Rhythm-and-Blues-Musical „Blues Brothers“ after the movie by John Landis (IM NAMEN DES HERRN Jake und Elwood und das heiße Blech) at Saarländisches Staatstheater

In the name of God, Jake and Elwood Blues bring music and cause a lot of trouble with the police. Aretha Franklin and Ray Charles were also part of this pop cult musical of the 80’s. On this evening we have the possibility to decide what sounds better: the engine of a 1974’s Dodge Monaco or the Chicago Blues Band playing „Everybody needs somebody“.

Information session & Get-together

Wednesday, 9th May 2018

4 pm, room 2.42 in Building A4 4 (International Office)

Introduction of the support services of the International Office and GradUS for international doctoral researchers and scientists and afterwards get-together in Saarbrücken.
Events in the summer term 2018

„Teatro Delusio“ – Flöz Family at the German-French Festival PERSPECTIVES

Monday, 21st May
8 pm, Saarländisches Staatstheater
The art of telling the most exciting stories without words... A spirited backstage drama about love, intrigue and happiness of three sad stagehands. This theatre takes place on the „wrong“ side of the stage. Funny-touching mask-play without words, accurately staged by great artists.

„Baked & Brewed“

Wednesday, 14th June
7 pm Fruchteria, Saarbrücken
Bread and beer are amongst the oldest foods. They have a lot in common, not just the ingredients. In the Middle Ages, there was a brewing day after the baking day. The beer sommeliers of the Saarbrücken Beer Society will give us an insight into the world of hops and malt, introduce us to different types of beer and tell us interesting facts about beer. Regional sweet baked products will be served with five types of beer at the lovely delicatessen shop.
City tour of Saarbrücken

Saturday, 7th July

2 pm, Saarbrücken

A guided walking tour is the best way to discover Saarbrücken. Many of the important historic buildings are located in the Alt-Saarbrücken and St. Johann districts: the Ludwigskirche (Ludwigs Church) and Ludwigspatzl, the Schlosskirche (Castle Church) and Saarbrücken Castle with the surrounding palace buildings. A short walk across the Alte Brücke (Old Bridge) will take you to the other side of the Saar where the St. Johanner Markt (St. Johanner Market Square) with its cafes and bars, surrounded by period architecture, as well as the Rathaus (Town Hall) and Basilica St. Johann are to be discovered.

BBQ on Campus

Friday, 10th August

5 pm, Graduate Center

Grilled meat (Schwenker) or cheese and vegetables on a Schwenker (also name of the grill itself)
Information and registration

Registration for the “Meet & Greet” events
Philipp Sammel
p.sammel@mx.uni-saarland.de

Main partner organisations

Doctoral Training Programme GradUS
Dr. Theo Jäger
gradus@uni-saarland.de
phone: 0681 302 58095
www.uni-saarland.de/gradus

International Office
Dr. Johannes Abele
j.abele@io.uni-saarland.de
phone: 0681 302 71104
www.uni-saarland.de/international/in/promovieren

GRADUATE CENTRE
(BUILDING C9 3)